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The poem “Night Wind”, written by Christopher Dewdny in 1984, is a
mélange of diverse elements. At heart, it is a celebration of nature, of
the permanence and freedom of the night wind. At the same time,
the poem relates the personal journey and transformation of a man,
the author, as he takes flight upon the wind, “rising on wings of
darkness”.
In the first stanza, the author offers a description of the wind on a
particular night. The author establishes in the first three lines his
narrative stance as an observer, using a first-person perspective in
his writing. His usage of this particular style alerts the reader that this
poem will entail a very personal dialogue in which he will directly
relate his senses, experiences and impressions. Indeed, the author
immediately relates his impressions of the unity of the wind in all
times and places that he has ever known. Though the author treats
the wind as an omnipresent force or stream, he regards it at the
same time as very transient and fleeting. By stating that the wind is
“endlessly departing” the author gives the sense that the wind is
spread over the entire continuum of his existence but at the same
time always rushing off to be at another location. The author first
mentions the wind’s interactions with nature by stating that the wind
blows deep into each tree. This image of trees fighting against a
pervasive wind is repeated in the second staza. Finally, to end his
first descriptive stanza, the author begins his personification of the
wind by assigning it such qualities as “restlessness”, “impatience”
and playfulness.
The author continues using this device in the second stanza as he
relates the impression of being implored or claimed by the wind. Both
of these actions suggest to the reader that the wind is not so much a
natural force as it is an actual entity with actions and desires. The
author employs an allusion to the “exodus” of the Jews from Egypt
as recorded in the Bible to describe the way in which the wind
passes over the face of the earth calling out for others to join it. In
much the same way as the Jews may have called out in joy to one
another to put down their labours and to join the leaving masses, so
too does the wind call out and remonstrate with the author to leave
his terrestrial prison. Again using personification, the wind “wrestles”
with the very trees as it passes.
In the third stanza, the author undergoes a very important
transformation. He releases himself to the power of the wind and is
caught up in a “storm of longing” on its “wings of darkness”. Perhaps
the author feels as if he is imprisoned upon the earth and longs to
visit faraway places, borne on the wings of the wind. The wind is
happy to receive him, taking on a “giddy rush”. As the author
relinquishes control of himself he suddenly becomes aware that
there is a “music in the wind”. Only after letting go of himself does
the author become fully attuned to the sounds of the night. Indeed,
every sound becomes as an orchestra if one considers the
descriptions of the author to be true. Words such as “clamour”,
“percussion”, and “thrum” are generally reserved to describe great
cacophonies of noise. Yet, in the third stanza, the author employs
hyperbole as he exaggerates the rustle of leaves as a “clamour”. It is
unclear whether this exaggeration of sounds comes as a gift from the
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wind as the author is integrated into a storm or merely because he
has taken the time to stop to listen.
The fourth stanza relates the incredible experiences of the author as
he rides upon the wind. The last stanza found the author in a bizarre
new plane of existence, but this stanza finds him “racing” along
familiar locales such as fields or playgrounds. In an instance of
metaphor, the author compares himself to the “bloodrun of the
atmosphere”. I personally find this comparison very apt as it relates
wind passing over the surface of the earth to blood coursing through
veins in the body. It is interesting to note that when he is embodied
on the wind, the author notices details as insignificant as litter
(newspapers) in the street along with details as macroscopic as the
Milky Way above. As well, the author relates the experience of
“racing down deserted streets”, again creating the impression that
wind inhabits all places and times of the earth, even when no others
are about to experience it.
The fifth and final stanza lists more locales through which the author
floats along the wind: forests, highways, oceans, and rivers. Yet,
perhaps the most important development in this stanza comes from
the first line “I pace the wind”. Throughout the poem, the author’s
celebration of nature a recurring theme. With this line, we begin to
understand a bit of the personal relationship and camaraderie that
exists between the night wind and the author. To “pace” someone is
to run along or to compete with that person. The author has become
very intimate with the wind and nature, and as result of that
relationship he is offered an incredible journey. However, the poem
begs the question: Was the journey physical or mental for the
author? The obvious response to this enigma is that the author has
taken time to stop and listen to the music of the wind and has
allowed his mind to comprehend its enormity. While not even
remotely didactic in nature, this poem compels me to listen now to
the wind and appreciate its energy and life.
The final stanza concludes by mentioning that the wind has but one
command: “a joyous delirium with nothing at its end”. Such a
command reflects the gaiety, the lightness, and the energy of the
wind. The wind has no clear direction and no purpose, but at the
same time it is immortal. The wind is expressed as a continual “joie
de vivre”.
Looking back at the poem as a whole, one must consider the setting.
The poem takes place at night across many locations. The
importance of the many locales in relation to the omnipresence of the
wind has been previously discoursed upon here, but why did the
author choose to set the poem at night? Did the poem have to be set
at night to be effective? The clear answer to this question is: yes. By
setting the poem at night, the author borrows from a universal
archetype: darkness. The night is by definition absent of light and
warmth. It is dark and mysterious. Yet at the same time, the night
affords the author to remain hidden alone out of sight as he rides the
wind. The night is more wild and full of freedom than the day,
qualities essential for the liberating and delirious journey undertaken
by the author. As well, wind is invisible to the human eye. At night
time, when light is scarce, the wind becomes just as alive to the
other sense organs as anything else. The primary sense organ is
useless at night, making night the perfect setting to appreciate the
“music of the wind” using auditory sense. Because of the setting,
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“Night Wind” is an effective title to this poem, a celebration of
freedom and adventure in the night skies.
Structurally, the poem consists of five stanzas each harbouring
between six and ten lines. No clear rhyme scheme is followed.
Indeed the only instance of end rhyme occurs in lines seven and
eight. The fact that the author does not rely upon rhyme to produce
sonorous effects places more emphasis on the sound words such as
“clamour”, “bang” and “muffled” in the third stanza. There are several
notable instances of alliteration in the poem including: “strains like
something” in line and “down deserted streets” in line thirty-two. The
instances are notable because they are the only two examples to be
found. The dearth of traditional poetic devices such as alliteration
and rhyme, coupled with the author’s unorthodox capitalization
scheme in which he does not capitalize the first word in each line,
gives the author a very distinct style. His style might be compared to
the wind in the in the poem following no clear path or rules and
following an absurd, delirious course.
In fact, the author’s style epitomizes the poem. “Night Wind” tells the
story of a man’ upon the wind. It tells the story of an escape into
new-found freedom. At the same time, the poem is a celebration of
nature and a description of the wind. The author’s intent is clearly to
relate a very meaningful experience and to inspire others to share in
a similar undertaking. Above all else, this poem shows a new-found
respect for a very common subject.
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